
Dictation Contest (PRJr, 初級) No. 99 

 

 

Hello, everyone! 

Try your best to write down every word I’m saying. 

 

Kipper wanted a party. Nobody wanted to come. He got his toys. He wanted a cake. He put 

in cornflakes. He put in tomato sauce. He put in jam. He put in sugar. He put in baked beans. 

Mum was cross. Kipper was sorry.  

 

Oh, Kipper. 

Okay, guys, see you next time! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dictation Contest (PR1, 中級) No. 99 

 

 

Hey, guys! How’s it going?  

Now that Obi-Wan Kenobi is gone, let’s see what our heroes do next... 

 

The heroes race aboard the Millennium Falcon and take off. Imperial TIE Fighters try to shoot 

them down, but Han and Luke climb into the Falcon’s gun bays and blast the TIE Fighters to 

bits! Soon the heroes are zooming across the galaxy to deliver the secret Death Star plans to 

the Rebels. 

  

Oh, let’s hope they make it!  

Alright, guys, join me next time, okay? See you! 

 

 

 

 

 



Dictation Contest (PR2 上級) No. 99 

 

 

Hey, guys! How’re you doing? 

Hope you’re all still staying healthy and safe. 

It started to get pretty hot in Tokyo last week, and in other part of Japan, it might even be 

getting dangerously hot. Listen to this: 

 

Teachers and education officials are calling for students to pay special heed to the risk 

of heat exhaustion this summer as school across Japan shorten their summer holidays 

and hold more classes than usual to make up for closures caused by the coronavirus 

pandemic. “Wearing masks is effective in curbing the spread, but I would like schools to 

prioritise their responses to heat exhaustion,” education minister Koichi Hagiuda told a 

news conference on August 6th. Temperatures have risen rapidly since the beginning of 

the month. 

 

Hmm, yes, that’s right. I don’t really like to wear a mask in hot weather, because it feels 

very uncomfortable, but it is still very important to wear your mask – especially when 

you’re in closed spaces. So, I think we need to prioritise drinking lots of water and trying 

to keep cool in other ways. 

Okay, everyone, so stay safe out there, alright? Stay cool, and stay healthy, and stay 

safe. See you soon. 

 


